To Set All Weather Digi-Day™ Scoreboard

Note: All functions require the use of the handheld Remote Control, which have numbered buttons that correspond to the segment numbers on the Digital Display.

**Step I - Verify Counter Function**
Press remote MODE button once. Display will flash. Count Up
In display segment 4, the horizontal bar is to be at the top, or press remote button 4 to change bar to top.
In display segment 3, there is to be a vertical bar, or Press remote button 3 for vertical bar to appear
Press remote ENTER button once.

**Step II - Set the Number of Days**
Press remote MODE button twice. Display will flash.
Press remote button numbers that corresponds to the segment numbers, to advance to desired counter number.
Press remote ENTER button once.

**Step III - Set the Time of Day**
Press remote MODE button three times. Display will flash. *Display operates on 24-hour clock, i.e. 2:15 is 14:15*
Press remote button numbers that corresponds to the segment numbers, to advance to actual time of day. *The counter is programmed to change at midnight.*
Press remote ENTER button once.
If desired, the counter can be set to change at a different time by shifting the setting of the time, i.e. for counter to change at 3:00 am, and the actual time is 9:00 am, then set the clock to 6:00 am.

TO RESET THE NUMBER OF DAYS - follow procedures in Step II
TO RESET THE TIME OF DAY - follow procedures in Step III

**POWER LOSS INDICATOR**
In the event of a power loss, the display will go dark, yet will hold in memory the Number of Days and Time. When power is restored, there will be an LED indicator, and the display will resume normal operations - though, time-shifted back by the amount of the time power was off. To reset the time of day, follow procedures in Step III.

**COUNTER INDICATOR ON HOLD**
To maintain the same counter number, press ENTER button once. There will be an LED indicator. To resume function, press ENTER button once. LED indicator will turn off.